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Weather today

Hi: 16 - Lo: 11
Wind 2-3 m/s SW
Tuesday will be a pleasant day
with some sun and calm winds.
Sun up 07.15. Sun down 19.03
High tide: 10.24

Programme

Tannistest moves to Sindal
This morning we will move a great
part of the Tannistest to Sindal
Airport, where we will perform the
traditional ‘elk-test’.
The driving-team is Jan-Erik,
Tommy and Carl-Johan – our
famous three jury-members from
Sweden. Everyone is invited to
see the test at the airport, and we
need some volunteers to help
driving the cars there.
Beside the elk-test we will do a
test of the autonomous rear brake
system. This part is done in association with our new COTY-Junior

member. The idea is to register if
the cars are able to perform a
warning and a full auto-brake if
you back up towards a child on a
three-wheeler. This is done instead of the AEB-test we used to
do.
At the moment we have
decided to cancel the AEB-test,
because we have had to many
cases, where the active pedestrian protection was deployed
by lifting the bonnet, when we hit
the obstacle. And that is not
always a cheap situation.

Meet the experts

2 more embargoes

Today at 16-18 we will have the
first of two interview sessions with
experts and PR-people from the
car industry. Both Jurors and cooperators are warmly welcome.
Today OEMs: Cupra, Lynk &
Co, MG, Opel, Peugeot, Tesla
and Volkswagen.

There are two more embargoes
to observe (in addition to Ford
Mustang Mach-E GT and
Renault Mégane E-tech):
Lexus NX: 8. October
Nissan Qashqai E-Power:
31. January

07.00 - 09.00 Breakfast
08.00 - 16.00 Free testing
(limited number of
cars due to test at
Sindal Airport)
08.00 Distribution of keys
08.30 Leaving for Sindal Airport
09.00 - 13.00 Test at Sindal
12.30 - 13.30 Lunch at the hotel
16.00 - 18.00 Interview
sessions
19.30 Dinner

Menu
Danish buffet

Jurors
Dessert

today

Today we welcome
Ulla Ellmer (D)
Ufuk Sandik (TR)
Didier Laurent (F)

Qashqai e-Power
There is a possibility to have a
drive in the QQ e-Power together with a Nissan technician.
Book your drive slot with Adam
Robertson: +44 7816988979.

